E&C’s Global Steel Trade Monitor

Enforcement and Compliance’s (E&C’s) Global Steel Trade Monitor provides global import and export trends for the top countries trading in steel mill products. The interactive monitor along with the global and country reports expand upon the early release information already provided by E&C’s Steel Import Monitoring and Analysis (SIMA) program and feature current data, updated on a regular basis, regarding the world’s largest importers and exporters of steel, including China, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, South Korea, Turkey, the United States and many others.

Complementing the SIMA data, the reports in one package, provide comprehensive analysis of global steel trade including global export and import trends, production and consumption data, and trade remedies. The interactive monitor provides customized access to detailed data in tables and graphs about the top countries that play an integral role in global steel trade.

Both the reports and the interactive monitor include annual and year-to-date global export and import trends, import and export composition by type of products, and export and import market share by country and type of steel product. For more information visit: SIMA page
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